Abstract
Introduction
Fault detection and tolerance are increasingly important for space and hazardous environment robotics. Long distances and inaccessibility complicate a remote operator's ability to quickly detect, cope with, or repair failures internal to the robot systems. Using local fault detection and tolerance algorithms, however, the robot is able t o effectively isolate faulty components and continue performing its tasks without the need for immediate human intervention.
Fault detection algorithms monitor systems for failures by comparing measured system outputs with other similar outputs or with the corresponding expected output derived from a model of the system behavior. In previous work [9, 12, 13, 141, we have developed comparison tests for a variety of robots using analytical redundancy, a method which reveals the existing functional redundancy in a given system and allows us t o perform fault detection without modifying or expanding the current hardware. In their pure form, the ideal tests derived from analytical redundancy cause an unacceptable number of false alarms due to the sensor and modeling errors which arise from linearization of the robot equations and inaccuracies in model parameters such as link inertia or mass. In addition, the effect of the model errors and sensor noise fluctuates dynamically as the motion of the robot changes and as failures occur. Dynamic thresholds must be used to mask out the modeling errors and cope with the ever changing robot status while remaining small enough 80 as not to hide real failures.
There are a variety of algorithms which focus on computing thresholds for fault detection in uncertain dynamic systems [l, 2, 6, 7, 151. We present a summary of our analysis of the Reachable Measurement Intervals (RMI) algorithm developed and analyzed for aircraft systems by Horak, et al, in various publications [3, 4, 51. This paper then explores the development of a novel threshold generator, tailored to the special needs of robotics, which utilizes the parameter error effect estimation techniques of RMI while creating a faster, more efficient algorithm. Section 2 summarizes the key points of the RMI algorithm. Section 3 discusses the use of RMI in simple robot examples and explores its extensibility to more general robotic problems. Section 4 discusses the derivation of our new method for threshold generation and Section 5 presents the initial results of the algorithm compared to RMI. Our conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6.
Reachable Measurement Intervals
We briefly summarize the RMI algorithm below. RMI is designed to monitor dynamic systems with bounded parameter errors described by the equations:
where t is the state vector for the system, U is the known input (or control) signal, and y is the output measurement signal. A , and B, are the nominal (linear) system dynamics and input distribution matrices with A,, and B, being their corresponding variation matrices. A, and B, are constant and represent the chosen model for the system linear dynamics. A, and B, are the possible errors in the model and are assumed to be within defined limits. The values of the input and output noise vectors, W and V , are also assumed bounded and represent the non-linear effects of the robot dynamics and gravity as well as the sensor inaccuracy. The matrix C is initially assumed exact, but may also vary between bounds as noted near the end of this discussion.
The RMI algorithm provides conditions for finding the extreme possible system outputs y(t) for each input u ( t ) given bounded parameter variations in A , B , W , and V . Thus, if the measured output exceeds the computed RMI bounds, a fault is inferred since the modeling errors have been accounted for in the bounds. The focus of RMI is the Hamiltonian system produced by:
(2)
The variance vector, g, = A , z ( t ) + B,u(t) + W ( t ) , combines the current control and the possible errors in the coefficient matrices. L is a. vector of Lagrange multipliers described by the approximation [3, 4, 51
with the terminal boundary condition (for the jfh sensor thresholds)
where c, is the j t h row of the measurement matrix C . The RMI procedure solves equations (1) and (3) with appropriate initial conditions on t [lo] and boundary condition (4), while selecting at each time values of A,, B,, and W which maximize (and then minimize) H in equation (2). Note that in H , the terms A,c(t) and Bnu(t) are unaffected by the choice of the variations. These terms are essentially constant and can be ignored in the maximization/minimization process. The procedure is started at a known state in the past history of the trajectory and run for a specific window of iterations to reach the current time. The history window must be large enough so that the output of the system at the end of the window (the current time) depends only on the inputs which occurred during the chosen window of time [4] . By calculating the error effects for the full history window every controller cycle, RMI thus takes into account the global effects of the parameter uncertainty [lo].
Horak, et al, assume that the parameter variations are uncorrelated so that they can maximize H by maximizing the individual terms ( L T A , z ) , (LTB,u), and (LTW) [4] . However, in a robot system, the A , , B, and W matrices rely on the same parameters. By maximizing each term separately, the possibility arises that in one instant of time, the variance of a parameter (mass or length in the robot, for example) will be considered positive to maximize one term and negative to maximize another. It is, of course, not possible for the robot to have a parameter be both heavier and lighter (or, for length, longer and shorter) than expected at the same instant in time.
To account for the correlation of the parameters between the matrices, the elements of A , B,, and W must be chosen as a set for the maximiza tion/minimization process based on the same extreme variation for each correlated parameter. Each parameter has an upper and lower bound corresponding to the assumed range of possible error for that parameter. If there are n correlated parameters, then there are 2" combinations of the parameter extremes which produce 2" different sets of A,, B, and W matrices.
These sets can be pre-computed and stored in a lookup table. At each iteration of the RMI procedure, these matrix sets are checked to determine which set in combination with the current x , , , and U will maximize H and which set with x,in and U will minimize H . These two matrix sets are then used in equation Note that, while the terms maximum and minimum are used in this discussion, the results do not correspond to the largest and smallest variation of the parameter errors (the smallest error would be zero, hopefully). Rather, the terms correspond t o a maximum and minimum output (yj) found by combining the various parameter extremes in the calculation of the output state. This produces a range bounding the real output which covers any parameter errors within the chosen extremes.
The effect of the noise vector V is included after the process is complete by adding the upper limit of the variation for V to the maximum bound and the lower limit to the minimum bound. The effect of a variable C matrix (which would imply that the sensor models are not completely accurate) can also be added a t this point by chosing the variations so as to maximize/minimize each output y,. The result of the RMI procedure is two numbers per output measurement which represent the extreme achievable values of that output at each time tt given bounded modeling errors. These numbers bracket the desired value for a particular state (position, velocity, etc.) and are used as near optimal thresholds which mask out the affects of modeling errors using the smallest thresholds possible with the given approximations and assumptions.
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Robotic Fault Detection Using RMI
In this section, we assess the problems associated with the RMI algorithm when applied to robotics. We initially focus on the algorithm applied to a singlejoint (pendulum) to demonstrate the procedure and subsequently explore RMI for a two-joint robot in order to study both the expandability of the algorithm and the effects of joint coupling on the size of the derived thresholds. The matrices A,, B,, , A,, B, , and W depend on various parameters of the given system (such as mass and length of a robot link). The nominal or expected values of these parameters are given in the robot specifications along with bounded ranges over which each parameter is expected to vary.
Pendulum RMI
The pendulum and its nominal parameters were chosen as follows. The joint is rotational with the angle of rotation denoted by 8. The mass is assumed to be concentrated at the end of the joint rod. In this study, the nominal mass, m , is chosen as 10 kg and its corresponding uncertainty, rit, varies from 9 kg to 11 kg (i.e. has a 10% error). The nominal length, I, is 1 m with an assumed error of 1% which means i has an expected range of 0.99 m to 1.01 m.
For this analysis, 2 = [e elT and the sensors are assumed exact so that the output equation is simply y(k) = z(k). We assume a robot model with two sensors (encoder and tach) per joint whose measurements correspond to yl and 92 respectively. The control, U , is derived so as to damp out errors in the system using PD gains and to compensate for the remaining nonlinear portion of the dynamics (gravity in this case). The control is based upon the nominal estimates, m and I , and in this example is written as:
The dynamic equations (1) are in terms of the true parameters h and i and, when combined with ( 5 ) , result in the following RMI equation. Note that if the parameters are exact, the variance gu (which contains the ratios of nominal parameters to true parameters) reduces to zero.
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Implementing RMI for the pendulum is relatively straightforward (see [lo] for more details). With only two parameters, four different g, values were possible and four comparisons were made each iteration to find the maximum and minimum output value. The bounds proved to be dynamically variant (see Figure  1) and were generally smaller than the previous empirically determined thresholds which were a constant width of f0.25radls. With no coupling effects present in the pendulum, we were also able to see clearly the effects of gravity on the bounds [lo]. 
Multi-joint Robots
For a multi-joint robot, each joint must be handled separately with the effects from other joints treated as a dynamic disturbance in W in order to keep the RMI algorithm structure the same. RMI is thus performed for each sensor in each joint separately. The two-joint RMI example we implemented performs similarly to the pendulum algorithm with increased variations in the thresholds due to the effects of coupling (Figure 2 ). When the base joint is held motionless while the other joint moves through a complex trajectory, the effects of coupling can be readily observed without the complications from changing gravity effects. More detailed results are shown in [lo].
tional burden. However, even the recursive algorithm requires a full 2" comparisons (n= total number of parameters) per state variable per joint. For full six or eight joint robots, the resulting 26P or 2' P comparisons (where p is the number of parameters per joint) might thus keep the algorithm from being successful in real-time. Note that while the various sets of coefficient matrices can be precomputed and pulled from a table, gv must be re-computed each iteration for each set of coefficient matrices with the changing state, E , and contro1,ud. The two-joint example revealed, however, that the RMI equations become much more complex as the number of joints increases. The derivation of the equations becomes more difficult for larger robots. In addition, these complex equations must be repeated for each iteration in the history window and for each sensor at each joint. The window used in our implementation of RMI takes one hundred internal iterations to produce the thresholds a t each robot controller cycle in order to damp out transients. The algorithm can be parallelized at the joint level, but the internal history iterations greatly increase the time complexity of the algorithm.
Unfortunately, the run-time computational complexity also increases as the number of uncertain parameters, and thus the number of comparisons necessary at each RMI iteration, increases. In moving from the single to the two-joint example, the number of parameters increased from 2 to 4 and the number of comparisons per sensor jumped geometrically from 4 to 16. RMI can be transformed into a dynamically recursive program [3] to help alleviate some of the computa-
Dynamic Threshold Alternatives
RMI is designed for systems with primarily linear dynamics, requiring special tailoring to fit the nonlinear dynamics of robot manipulators. As noted in Section 3.2, RMI is also not readily scalable to larger robots. The time needed to compute bounds for robots with many uncertain parameters or multiple joints prohibits a real-time response to failures for the detection algorithms. Even the recursive algorithm requires too many comparisons per iteration to be real-time. If the robot cannot make a fast decision about a possible failure, the errors rapidly escalate and endanger the robot and the environment. Previous analysis [9] has shown that with even a simple stuck sensor failure, it only takes a few iterations of the controller before the robot begins to swing wildly out of control (see also Figures 6 and 7) .
RMI further requires a lot of memory to maintain the various matrix sets used in finding the maximum and minimum variances. Increasing the number of joints in the robot geometrically increases the number of sets needed during the run. Some savings are possible due to repetition within the matrices, but the memory requirements may be too large to justify the autonomy needed for quick, on-board fault detection, especially in costly space robotics.
To overcome these concerns, we are investigating possible alternatives to the RMI concept which still utilize the idea of finding the maximum variance possible due to bounded parameter errors a t each state iteration. Towards this end, we have exploited the similarities between RMI and the analytical redundancy (AR) analysis we performed in deriving our detection tests [9, (7), we can modify the right hand side to separate the parameters from the state variables:
Equation (12) tice that in the ThMB method, the inherent nonlinearity of the robot dynamics is explicitly contained in the derivation, in contrast to RMI. This simplifies not only the derivation, but also the resulting equations. In order to limit the history t o two time steps as indicated by the AR analysis, we assume that the error of the last iteration was correctly within the bounds (ie: not a failure). We then compute the new extreme errors based on the measured error, e, = q d -q , of the last iteration and the current state information (in Y).
The equation therefore finally becomes: (13) For the pendulum example, the error equation is
We have found that the acceleration that appears in Y can be the desired acceleration or a measured acceleration, if it is available, with little change in the results. Because equation (13) is based on the real (measured) error, however, we expect the thresholds to become invalid after the failure has occurred. This is verified in the results below but is not a major concern as the fault detection and tolerance algorithms of [9] will catch the failure, begin ignoring the faulty data, and find valid data for the controller so the robot will continue on its desired path.
Results
This section discusses some of the preliminary results for the new algorithm and compares ThMB t o RMI. The nominal parameter estimates and bounds used in the examples below are the same as in the RMI examples of Section 2. We show the results when the parameters in the simulated robot are riz = 10.7kg and i = 1.009m. Figure 3 (14) by taking i = + Ate and e = e, + Ate. If the real parameters are within the assumed bounds (that is, the error in the mass is < 10% and the length error is < l%), the resulting error between the desired velocity and the measured robot velocity will be between the two extremes as shown in the figure. Figure 4 shows the derived extremes for e, the pcr sition tracking error. These values are smaller than the errors expected for the tachometer implying that the tachometer is more easily affected by the modeling errors. This result was also apparent in the RMI examples of [lo] .
Another feature of the ThMB algorithm is that the thresholds are not centered around zero, the desired error (see Figures 3 and 4) . Because the algorithm uses the measured error in its computations, the computed error is biased in the direction of the real error. In these examples, the real robot is heavier than expected so its position initially lags behind the desired value because not enough torque is applied to counteract gravity. When this positive error (remember e=desired -measured) is used in the computation, it increases the expected maximum positive extreme and decreases the maximum negative extreme thus shifting the errors up from zero as in Figure 4 . If the real robot were lighter than expected (causing overshoot), the extreme errors would be shifted down. The closer the real robot parameters are to the estimates of the parameters in the controller (and ThMB algorithm), the closer the thresholds will be to being centered around the desired zero error. In comparing Figure 5 to the RMI results ( Figure  1) for the same robot situation, we see that the ThMB bounds are smaller. The new method is less conservative than RMI (and may thus incur more false alarms) because it does not take into account the global history of the parameter error effects which RMI computes every cycle using the history window discussed earlier.
Essentially, ThMB is a local optimization as compared to the global optimizations of the RMI method. It is possible that a smaller error at the current iteration will ultimately result in a larger error later in the trajectory than the error currently used in the calculations. Despite this problem, the use of only local history allows ThMB to perform much fewer calculations at each iteration and it is thus able to produce a threshold much faster than RMI. This fast response is essential for robotic fault detection. ThMB can easily be made less prone t o false alarms by assuming slightly larger bounds for the parameter errors than necessary.
The final figures (6 and 7) show the response of the new threshold generation algorithm to a stuck encoder failure at time 3.3. The ThMB bounds are plotted after the failure to demonstrate that, unlike RMI, the ThMB thresholds are drastically affected by the failure because the corrupted measured errors (from the faulty sensor) are used in the threshold calculations. With the fault detection algorithms in place, however, the failure would be detected and appropriately tolerated immediately upon exceeding the bounds (which occurs in the next iteration after the failure). To tolerate the failure, the invalid data is ignored and replaced with valid data from surviving sensors [9] so that the erroneous bounds that would occur after the failure time are avoided. The bounds in Figure 6 would actually no longer be computed after the failure as the erroneous data from the failed sensor is ignored. The bounds in Figure 7 would simply return to their normal (fault-free) values as in Figure 5 .
We are currently applying the ThMB method to a general robot and investigating the sensitivity of the thresholds to joint coupling. More detailed comparisons of the time complexity of both RMI and ThMB are also underway. These results will be presented in 1111. 
Conclusions/Future Work
In this work, we focused on improving fault detection by generating more dynamic thresholds than the typical empirically determined and trajectory specific bounds. We briefly discussed the RMI method and the problems associated with implementing RMI for robotics. While the basic concept behind the RMI algorithm (finding the maximum possible variation produced by bounded parameter errors) is sound, RMI is not conducive to real-time operation for robotic applications due to the nonlinearity and complexity of the robot dynamic equations and the quantity of correlated parameter matrices necessary for the computations. The new algorithm proposed in this paper for generating dynamic, model-based thresholds (ThMB) proved capable of dynamically responding to the changes in the robot system so as to maintain a threshold that differentiates between real failures in the system versus false alarms due to modeling errors.
The advantages of using ThMB over RMI in robotic applications are that ThMB is real-time, less complex, and produces adequate, if not completely optimal, thresholds. ThMB equations are less involved than those in RMI and are readily derivable from manipulator dynamics. Combined with the fact that ThMB focuses only on the local history, the decrease in complexity enables us to generate a faster algorithm for producing fault detection thresholds. As mentioned earlier, speed is important because the robot will react to a failure quickly.
Because the ThMB algorithm is derived straight from the dynamic equations fundamental for robotic control, ThMB will be better able to perform in the real-time environment of the robot controller. ThMB still has multiple comparisons to make in determining the extremes of equation (13), but the comparisons are faster because of the simpler equations and also are only done once (instead of one hundred times) in determining each threshold. ThMB produces slightly smaller thresholds than RMI but the increase in possible false alarms can be avoided by being more conservative in estimating the parameter errors. ThMB is, therefore, a viable alternative for generating detect ion thresholds in robotic applications.
